Central New Jersey Bull Terrier Club
New Brunswick Kennel Club
March 26, 2016
Judge: Norma Smith
Heartfelt thanks to the New Jersey club members for a thoroughly enjoyable weekend. A quality
entry, a first rate venue, a well-organized show and hospitality second to none.
COLORED
Winners Dog
Buettner and Main’s HARLEQUIN’S MOUNTAIN STORM (CH Action Cosmic Cowboy ex
York St. George Harlequin Fantasy) Immature black brindle and white with a long, clean head that
has good fill and strength. Ears well set. Eye could be keener. Shapely body. Front not his fortune.
Needs time to mature.
Winners Bitch and Best of Winners
Prater-Piles’ FORMULA FOR A POWER FILLED GINGER (Emred Huntsman ex GCH
Action Headed For Power) Quality, upstanding red and white with a lovely, shapely body. Good
bone with beautiful tight cat feet. Nicely-balanced throughout with correct topline. Smooth, pretty
profile with good length. Correct bite. Would prefer a little more width of muzzle. Moved cleanly
in front and flexed well behind. Reminds me a great deal of her mother. She has promise of more to
come.
Reserve Winners Bitch
Killion’s MADCAP JUMP AND JUSTIFY (Emred Devil’s Spy ex GCH Madcap Jump The
Broom) Lovely red and white puppy with a beautiful packed-up and turned head. Well set ears.
One tight canine. Nice straight forelegs but toes out slightly, which should improve with maturity.
Short back and good hind angulation. Good bone for size. Has a bright future when she matures.
Best of Variety
Nordstrom and Jaspers’ GCH NOTORIOUS NEVER SAY NEVER (CH Buoy’s Tri To Fly at
Skyline ex Skyline’s MissDefied) Well-known red and white. Not much can be said about this boy
that has not already been recorded. On his game today, looking fit and ready. Great substance and
in perfect weight. A stallion of a dog that powers his way around the ring carrying his topline well
– a rarity today. Textbook hind action, a little wide in front. Really good length of head with turn,
fill and a perfect bite. Ears right on top with keen well-set eye. Pleased to watch him later in the day
garner a Group 3 in a very tough Terrier Group. Congratulations to his breeders/owners.
Best of Opposite Sex
Sottile, Berez and Conca’s CH ACTION’S SOUL POWER OF ALARIC (Emred Huntsman ex
GCH Action Headed For Power) Loved this typey, compact powerhouse. Rich dark brindle and
white, in superb condition with coat gleaming and fitting her tightly. Short back, great spring and
depth of rib. Adequate shoulder, upper arm and forechest. Lovely round bone right down to her
feet. Nice clean, straight foreleg and well-angulated quarters. Moved well in front, somewhat close
behind and tends to roach her topline a little on the move. Would prefer a better tailset. Well-turned
head that is packed right up, neat eye with keen expression and ears wellset. Scissors bite with one
instanding canine. Loved her attitude - animated and owned the ground she stood on. Overall a
force to be reckoned with.
WHITE
Winners Dog

Clayton and Pappafotis’ SORABULLY’S IT’S ABOUT TIME (GCH Allegro Rockstar ex
Sorabully’s Iron Empress) Big, upstanding all-white with good bone. Strong head with good fill
and gentle turn. Good expression. Having a good time and full of himself. Challenged his handler
but moved fluidly when settled.
Winners Bitch and Best of Winners
Perrott, Deevers and Morrison’s APPRENTICE HEY GOOD LOOKIN (CH Formula Power Up
For Action ex CH Apprentice Looking Pretty Tuff) Super typey all-white with a lovely head that is
long, very well filled and beautifully turned. Super expression with a tiny dark well-set eye.
Instanding canines. Nicely balanced with a short back. A little high in the rear on the move at this
point that should improve as she matures. Look forward to seeing her again as this little one is just
getting started.
Reserve Winners Bitch
Block and Bavol’s OLD ENGLAND’S BAREFOOT CONTESSA AT ADOBE (Teirwgwyn
Paper Gansta at Bullyview ex GCH Old England’s White Imperial Empress) Substantial white with
fawn markings. Deep strong well-sprung rib. Very nice bone for size. Really well-filled head with
lovely profile and good depth of muzzle. Eye could be keener. Would like a little more leg under
her for better balance. Overall a quality bitch with a good deal to offer. Should produce really well.
Best of Variety
Griffin and Lindquist’s CH MADCAP KISS THE BRIDE (CH Buoy’s Tri To Fly at Skyline ex
GCH Madcap When in Rome NAP NJP) Striking all-white who never puts a foot wrong.
Completely in tune with her handler. Classic headpiece with great length and turn. Mouth off.
Perfect distance from eye to nose offering keen expression and ears right on top. Nicely-made both
fore and aft and moved accordingly. To be picky I’d like her a touch shorter in back and perhaps a
smidge more bone. A beautiful bitch and a joy to watch her perform. Congratulations to her
owners and breeders.
Best of Opposite Sex
Berez and Piles’ CH FORMULA POWER UP FOR ACTION (Emred Huntsman ex GCH
Action Headed For Power) Powerful, compact all-white boy with really good, solid, round bone
right down to his cat feet. Short, strong back with deep well-sprung rib. His head is wide and very
well-filled with a deep strong muzzle. Profile smooth without exaggeration. Level bite. Wicked,
tiny eye that is deep and well set. Neat tidy ears. Shoulder and upper arm, both steep, so not his
fortune. Gave his handler a workout as he was determined to have fun in the process so movement
was difficult to assess.
Select Bitch
Prater-Piles and Berez’ GCH ACTION’S FORMULA FOR A QUEEN (CH Moonflower
Scofield of Carradice ex CH Action Drama Queen) Dramatic head that is completely filled and
turned to perfection. True egg-shape. Tiny wicked eye with ears right up top. Shapely and compact.
Mouth under. Didn’t move as well as the BOV and felt she was a little light today making her
appear a bit racy.

